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This page In the dining room, Moooi ‘Heracleum’ suspension light from
Space above a Lowe ‘Shima’ dining table from Hub with Mattiazzi ‘Osso’
chairs from District. Dinosaur Designs vase and Dasa ceramic vessel. Large
artwork by Guy Maestri hangs next to the fireplace with Cote D’Azur marble
mantel and hearth designed by Lucy Clemenger Architects. On mantel,
sculptures by Miki Taira (far left) and Kaws. Gubi ‘IOI’ wall mirror from Cult.
Chromatic rug in Ocean from Halcyon Lake. Opposite page Partnering
in the entry are a ‘Meshmatics’ chandelier from Space, cc-tapis ‘Doodles
Reclining Figure’ rug by Faye Toogood from Loom, and My Country by Sally
Gabori. The chandelier in the sitting room is original. Ho! Keum River by Lee
Kwoung-Hwa above the fireplace in Cote D’Azur marble with brass mantel
and hearth, designed by Lucy Clemenger Architects with original mesh fire
curtain and side boxes for wood storage. Bespoke sofa by Natalie James
in ‘Mystere’ velour from Warwick with cushions from Jardan. Églomisé
and gold rectangular coffee table from Cromwell. Jot.jot ‘Dedu’ side table
by Studio Heima in Green from Collective. Rug from Halcyon Lake. Small
antique chair and lamp, both purchased in Hong Kong.

HOME

COLOUR

CHART
The transformation of this home involved using colour
theory to inform the art-filled interiors, evoking
meaning and atmosphere for its inspired new spaces.
Words CARLI PHILIP S Photography SHANNON M c GR ATH Styling NATALIE JAMES
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This page In the entry the staircase, in timber with custom steel,
brass and timber handrail by Lucy Clemenger Architects, was
repositioned. Moooi ‘Meshmatics’ chandelier from Space, cc-tapis
rug from Loom, Mountain and Streams sculpture on stand by Lee
Chin-fai Danny and AK-47 artwork by Zhang Dali. Looking into
the kitchen with Sooty Owl by Joshua Yeldham and an island
bench clad in Cote D’Azur marble. Opposite page, from top In
the open-plan living space, client’s existing timber stools at the
island bench. On the wall, A Paddle 2014 sculpture by Alex Seton.
Wittmann ‘Oyster’ lounge chair from Domo. ‘Lulu’ side table from
Tallira Furniture. Diva in the Paddock with the Flying Dog by Chris
Wake. ‘Nobsa’ rug from Halcyon Lake. Sliding doors in American
walnut from George Fethers & Co with ‘Half Moon’ brass handles
from Designer Doorware. In the dining room, If you Leave with
Me by Del Kathryn Barton. Turquoise urn purchased from The Dirt
Market, Beijing. Lowe ‘Shima’ table from Hub and ‘Osso’ chairs
from District. Vase from Mud. Guy Maestri artwork next to Gubi
‘IOI’ wall mirror from Cult and custom fireplace in Cote D’Azur
marble and brass. On mantel, sculptures by Miki Taira (far left)
and Kaws. Vase from Dinosaur Designs and ceramic vessel from
Dasa. Chromatic rug in Ocean from Halcyon Lake.

C

olour in architecture – a means as powerful as the ground
plan and section. Or better: polychromy, a component of
the ground plan and section itself,” said architectural
luminary and painter Le Corbusier on the importance of
colour in buildings. His theory struck a chord for
architect Lucy Clemenger of Lucy Clemenger Architects who
flushed the walls of this Melbourne home with colour, splashing the
dining room with pale blue in a nod to nature and clear skies, and
bathing the laundry in soft green – an ode to spring and growth.
Elsewhere, the ensuites are charged with pigment: rose pink colourblocking the shower and glossy ultramarine tiles framing the vanity
walls. “Le Corbusier was developing his ideas around the time the
client’s house was being built in the 1930s and the concept of
harmonious tones that could embody spatial effects and arouse
reactions became the starting point for this project,” says Lucy.
For her client, art consultant Georgie Bruce, the driving force
behind the renovation was to improve the internal functionality. The
family of five had lived in the house for a number of years and the
rooms were tight. The goal was to revise the footprint to allow for
more spacious bedrooms and a larger kitchen with defined, enjoyable
and easy-to-navigate living spaces. Also paramount was better visual
sightlines in which to view Georgie’s breathtaking art collection.
The front four ground-floor rooms were kept in position, albeit
with a staircase relocated to the left of the entry in between the
guest bedroom and study. Across the hall, Lucy connected the paleblue sitting room and dining room with a new insertion and sliding
timber door. And at the end of the central corridor another new
opening leads directly into the rear with a modernised marble-clad
kitchen and family room, the open-plan space (last renovated in »
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These pages Cote D’Azur marble benchtop and splashback with ‘Nordic’ brushed-brass tapware from Brodware. Joinery with pale pink two-pack accent, Dulux
‘Natural White’ above the bench and Dulux ‘Dieskau’ below the bench. Sliding doors in American walnut from George Fethers with ‘Half Moon’ brass handles from
Designer Doorware. Access through to pantry on right. Artwork is Allied Irish Bank by Prudy Hicks. Glassware from Jardan. Owner’s existing timber stools.

“... T H E C O N C E P T O F
H A R M O N I O U S T O N E S T H AT
C O U L D E M B O DY S PAT I A L E F F E C T S
AND AROUSE RE AC TIONS BEC AME
T H E S TA R T I N G P O I N T ...”
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This page, from below left The facade of the villa
remains in its original condition without any of the
extension viewable from the front. Massproductions
‘Dandy’ armchair from District in the sitting room.
Mattiazzi ‘Medici’ side table by Konstantin Grcic from
District with vase from Jardan. Artworks by Dennis
Baker and Laura Ellenberger (above heater). Églomisé
and gold rectangular coffee table from Cromwell.
Rug from Halcyon Lake. Lamp purchased in Hong
Kong on antique side table. Opposite page Custom
sofa by Natalie James upholstered in ‘Mystere’ velour
from Warwick with cushions from Jardan. Artwork
above fireplace is Ho! Keum River by Lee KyoungHwa. The chandelier is original. Rectangular coffee
table from Cromwell with glass vessels from Jardan.
Custom marble and brass fireplace. Rug from
Halcyon Lake. Lamp and antique chair bought in
Hong Kong. Wittmann ‘Oyster’ footstool from Domo.

« 2003 by previous owners) conservatively pushed out to
accommodate a meals area, butler’s pantry and laundry. “It was a
strong building and the scale of the rooms were fantastic but it
had a stubborn floor plan. Our job was to unlock the footprint
for better spatial flow and connectivity,” says Lucy of the interwar villa. “But we still wanted to try and retain as much of the
heritage fabric as we could and not be wasteful. I didn’t want to
undo all the work that had been done in the past.”
At the back of the home the roof was lifted to make way for
the first-floor extension. Modestly sliding into the rear to
satisfy council’s heritage requirements, it comprises the master
bedroom suite with two walk-in robes and a feminine ensuite
designed with delicate, floor-to-ceiling tiles. “By applying the
tiles in this way they become more of a field as opposed to a
texture so that the tapware reads as a sculpture rather than
competition,” says Lucy. The northern wing and teenagers’
zone was adjusted too, with two small bedrooms combined to
become a rumpus room and an ensuite between the boys’
bedrooms now conveniently accessible from both ends.
While it possessed raw beauty, the home lacked notable
architectural features so Lucy introduced some subtle period
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accents with a contemporary spin such as Art Deco-inspired
metal detailing on the staircase treads, brass on the fireplace
hearth and surface finishes on new door frames. Overwhelmingly,
though, the house is now fresh and contemporary, layered with
pendant lights, objects and furniture. In planning, Lucy
photographed all of Georgie’s artwork and placed it in drawings
to view its suitability alongside the surrounding interior colours.
“The process was quite curated in order for us to see where
everything would go. The bolder, more sculptural pieces tend to
be positioned in rooms where the palette is more neutral in order
to hold them, but having said that, Georgie loves moving things
around. It changes the reading of the artwork,” says Lucy. While
the walnut flooring and materials palette with Cote D’Azur marble
and brass provides some consistency, the artwork thrives across the
whole house with no allegiance to white walls. “It’s really a lived-in
home that’s interesting and full of life,” says Lucy. “The scale of the
rooms can hold textural overload. Everywhere you look there’s
something interesting. There are antiques and some items that
reference the age of the house as well as more modern pieces. It’s a
combination of periods and history that’s completely theirs.” #
lucyclemenger.com.au; georgiebconsulting.com
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SPEED READ
» Art consultant and curator Georgie Bruce enlisted architect
Lucy Clemenger to transform the inter-war villa she shares with her
family into a more practical home with generosity of space. » The
Melbourne home had been renovated several times and was crying
out for a functional reworking and fresh new look. » Given the
abundance of art and scope of Georgie’s collection, creating new
openings with better visual sightlines was vital. » The ground-floor
interiors were gutted and extended for more spacious open-plan
living. » Lucy introduced brass accents in a nod to the home’s 1930s
origins. » Drawing on Le Corbusier’s architectural polychromy
colour theory, Lucy developed a harmonious palette used across
tiled walls and painted rooms. » A new upstairs extension contains
the master wing with two walk-in robes and a subdued ensuite.

These pages, clockwise from left Custom headboard in
‘Velvet Victory’ in Leaf from Warwick. Linen throw from
Jardan. Custom bedside table from Arranmore with
Dasa Ceramics vessels. Artwork by Jochen Paankrath.
‘Esse’ chair from Collective. ‘Pebble’ pendant light from
Mark Douglass. A child’s ensuite features pink textured
subway tiles and white penny round tiles from Byzantine
Design. Vanity in Dulux ‘Natural White’ with Cote D’Azur
marble top and ‘Nordic’ tapware. Vessel from Jardan. In
the powder room, ‘Vivienne’ brushed brass mirror from
James Said and custom pendant light from Mark
Douglass. Ogi ‘Matcha Gloss Fan Mosaic’ wall tiles from
Byzantine Design and Cote D’Azur vanity top.
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